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Abstract
The linked ideas that all members of society should only engage in monogamous relationships and
that these should all be based on romantic love are decided outliers from a historical perspective.
Despite this, there is a widespread contemporary belief that monogamy based on love is the most
ethical and natural form of partnering for humans—mononormativism. It has long been accepted
that our values influence how we frame and interpret scientific questions. In the article we ask,
using the example of mononormativism, how does an individual’s sexual ethics influence how they
pursue HIV epidemiology? Using a Social Intuitionalist theoretical framework, we argue that a belief in monogamy-as-normative has contributed to certain researchers dismissing the evidence
that the generalized HIV epidemics in parts of Africa are due to higher rates of non-monogamy.
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1. Introduction
Two species of essentialism have retarded a fuller HIV epidemiology. The first can be viewed as a form of sexual essentialism. This has been the idea embedded in many forms in Western societies that sex is a natural force
that is eternally unchanging, asocial, and transhistorical. In contrast, Rubin has cogently argued that “the con*
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crete institutional forms of sexuality at any given time and place are products of human activity. They are imbued with conflicts of interest and political maneuver, both deliberate and incidental” [1]. An example of this
process that is relevant to HIV epidemiology is the emergence and later global spread of a system of socially
imposed monogamy in Europe in the middle ages. With time this system transformed into a mononormativist
value programme, which held monogamy to be universally normative. We define mononormativism as the belief that monogamy or serial monogamy as the most ethical form of sexual partnering.
The second form of essentialism is that of science which does not examine its underpinning values. Gunnar
Myrdral noted how cultural influences “pose the questions we ask; influence the facts we seek; [and] determine
the interpretation we give these facts” [2]. The theory of social intuitionalism builds on this perspective by
showing how people make moral judgements largely based on intuitions that are shaped whilst they, as children,
take part in the practices and custom complexes of their culture. People try to hold attitudes, beliefs and theories
of causation, which are consistent with existing self-definitional beliefs. A key point here is that people’s willingness to accept and use data depends on whether or not it challenges their “sacred values” [3]. It is likely that
for many people moral intuitions pertaining to sexuality such as mononormativity are included in these core
values. If this were true then it would be instructive to explore how our value-systems around sexuality affect
our formulation of research questions, data gathering and interpretation in the field of sexually transmitted diseases. Little has been published on this topic. This paper explores the impact of mononormativity on HIV epidemiology and argues that certain authors do reveal a mononormativist bias. This prejudice has influenced their
decision to dismiss, as racist, theories that the generalized HIV epidemics in Africa are due, in large part, to
higher rates of non-monogamy. The first part of the paper will explore the historical origins of Monogamy-as-aUniversal-Norm (MUN) and the evidence that it operates as a value programme. The second part will evaluate
the evidence that mononormativism has influenced HIV epidemiology.

1.1. Part 1: History of Monogamy and MUN
Numerous pieces of biological evidence, such as sexual dimorphism [4], sexual bimaturism [5], mitochondrial
versus Y-chromosomal phylogenetics [6], testicle size [7], and genetic clustering [8] suggest that humans tend
towards a moderate amount of non-monogamy. This is backed up by the fact that a large proportion of societies
through time have condoned a version of polygamy. Polygamy for example was recorded in 850 of the 1170 societies documented in Murdock’s Ethnographic Atlas [9]. Polygamy is especially common among the elite
males of highly stratified societies [9]. A striking exception to this process has been the construction of the system of Socially Imposed Monogamy (SIM) in the highly stratified states of Western Europe in the late middle
Ages.
MacDonald [10] argues that the dominant reason underpinning the rise of SIM in Western Europe was the
emergence and dominance of the Christian Church as a powerful institution that was able to impose monogamy
on the secular nobility. By the 12th century the ideology of lifetime-monogamy-as-the-only-ethical-form-of-sexualpartnering, had been imposed on essentially all members of society [11]. This sexual morality would go on to
survive the Reformation and “medieval sexual morality would become the paradigm for modern Western assumptions about human sexuality that remain by and large intact” [11]. Mononormativity continued to exert a
significant effect during the 20th century’s sexual revolution in the West. Although characterized by significant
changes in sexual ethics, such as discarding the Christian guilt associated with sexual enjoyment, ethical sexual
behaviour was still largely constrained within monogamous relationships—albeit now more numerous, but
mostly serially arranged monogamous relationships.
The close interactions between Christianity, liberalism and European imperialism were key to the diffusion
and imposition of SIM [12]. Thus, European imperialism was responsible for the spread and dominant position
accorded to Christianity around the world, and Christianity would in turn catalyze the widespread moral condemnation of polygamy that arose in multiple centers around the world [12]. Judaism in Europe would ban polygamy in 1100 in response to Christian pressure [10]. In 1880, polygamy was legislated against in Japan; in
1935 polygamy was banned in Thailand, and in China in 1953, for Hindus in India in 1955, in Nepal in 1963
and in Tunisia 1956 [13]. There are numerous examples of brutal suppression of groups that practiced polygamy,
such as the Anabaptists and the Mormons [10] [14].
1.1.1. Contemporary Mononormativism
The relationship between Christianity and liberal-humanism is more complex. Gray has argued that at the heart
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of the humanist philosophies of liberalism and Marxism is “the transformation of the Christian doctrine of salvation into a project of universal human emancipation” [15]. When the details of this universal human emancipation project were fleshed out, numerous norms of local European cultural origin were (often subconsciously)
smuggled in. It was in this way that the Christian-inspired practice of universal monogamy-for-life came to be
regarded in secular Western thinking as the only acceptable form of sexual partnering [5] [16].
In the course of the 19th and 20th Centuries, the justificatory strategy for regarding monogamy as the only
ethical form of sexual partnering switched from the Christian arguments explicated above to include other beliefs such as the idea that romantic love should be the foundation of sexual relationships [17] [18]. Although
both the type and justificatory strategy of monogamy have changed in this new era, there is not much evidence
that the commitment to monogamy in Western societies has diminished. Thus, surveys in the United States from
the United States National Opinion Research Centre Surveys on Extramarital Sex have found that a high proportion of the American population believe that extramarital sex by married persons is always or almost always
wrong—96% in 1973 and 98% in 1996 [19].
Rubin argues that a general hierarchical sexual value system in England and the United States was codified in
the late 19th century [1]. “According to this system, sexuality that is ‘good’, ‘normal’, and ‘natural’ should ideally be heterosexual, marital, monogamous, reproductive, and non-commercial... Any sex that violates these
rules is ‘bad’, ‘abnormal’, or ‘unnatural’” [1]. Although this value system is contested and varies by location, it
still operates as a dominant value system in much of the world. Mononormativism is best viewed as operating
within this broader system.
1.1.2. Challenging Contemporary Mononormativism
Evidence from a variety of sources challenges contemporary mononormativism. In addition to the biological and
historical data presented above, research in neuropsychology is providing a new lens on human reproductive and
attachment behaviour. A range of sources point to there being three different but interrelated brain systems with
corresponding behaviours that orchestrate reproduction in humans (and many other mammals) [20]. These are
the sex drive which evolved to motivate individuals to seek a range of mating partners; attraction/romantic love
which evolved to provide motivation to individuals to prefer and pursue specific partners; and attachment which
evolved to ensure individuals remained together long enough to complete parenting duties. These three behavioural systems appear to be based on brain systems that are largely distinct yet interrelated.
Current brain imaging investigations in humans indicate that the neural correlates for attachment are distinct
from those for early-stage intense romantic love in humans [21]. There is little disagreement about the existence
of a sex drive and a propensity to form long term attachments in all known human societies. There has been
more debate about the universality of romantic love with some arguing that it was a cultural construct, which
emerged in acts of courtly love in the Middle Ages in Europe [22] [23]. However a systematic review of a standardized sample of 166 societies found that romantic love is a cross-cultural human universal [24]. What does
differ, and often differs dramatically between societies are the cultural norms that mediate and regulate these
three reproductive systems [25]. In much of the non-Western world marriages are arranged based on familial interests rather than on romantic love between the individuals [25]. Detailed ethnographic studies from various
locations have demonstrated that the way love is thought of and how it manifests in sex and marriage is culturally mediated in ways quite different to the West [26] [27]. There are also multiple examples where it is regarded as normal for romantic love to occur outside of long-term relationships. According to Luepnitz [28],
considering the full range of practices through history, it is decidedly uncommon for romantic love to be viewed
as the basis for a long-term relationship/marriage. It was in the late 18th and early 19th centuries that requited
love and the related freedom for men and women to choose their marriage partner became the basis of marriage
[29]. Thus, human societies have found many different ways to provide room for romantic love, sex and longterm attachment.
1.1.3. Ethics of Monogamy and Non-Monogamy
There are numerous forms of sexual partnering such as polyamory or polygamy that have distinct foundational
values to monogamy [14]. For example, many polyamorists define fidelity not as sexual exclusivity but as
faithfulness to the promises and agreements made about a relationship. Gender equality and non-possessiveness
are other important values for various polyamorist groupings. The value systems underpinning monogamy and
forms of multiple partnering are examples of incommensurability in values. Neither can be judged as more or
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less ethical. Sartre and De Beauvoir’s famously open relationship lasted 51 years [30] and it is difficult to find a
sense in which it was unethical. For compelling arguments as to how polygamy is not inherently sexist see
Willey [31] and Murray [32].
1.1.4. Conceptualizing Mononormativism as a Value Programme
What is meant by a value-programme? McMurtry [33] explains that, “values, when joined into an overall structure of thinking, whether conscious or largely unconscious in formation, make up a value system. A value system connects together goods that are affirmed and bads that are repudiated as an integrated way of thinking and
acting in the world…. A value system or ethic becomes a program when its assumed structure of worth rules out
thought beyond it.” He goes on to state that in the pure-type case value programme, “all people enact its prescriptions and functions as presupposed norms of what they ought to do. All assume its value designations ... as
given... In a strange incoherence of the programmed mind, the commands of the system are seen both as freely
chosen and as laws of nature” [33].
Anderson [34] finds evidence that mononormativism operates in this way. He interviewed 40 British heterosexual male university students in long-term relationships and found evidence of monogamies hegemonic cultural dominance. Although 26 had “cheated” on their partners, all 40 regarded monogamy as the ideal personal
and cultural relationship model. All described themselves as monogamous. Anderson concludes that the ideology of monogamy is so hegemonic that it is regarded as the only natural form of partnering and that his participants therefore “craft their personal and social identities as monogamous, even though many of them have extradyadic sex” [34].
If we accept the argument that there is nothing intrinsically unethical about non-monogamous arrangements
and the extensive evidence that forms of non-monogamy are not unnatural for humans then it is hard to explain
why polygamy remains banned in all developed countries of the world [35]. This is particularly the case if we
recall that forms of non-monogamy are integral parts of various religions [14] and that freedom of religious
worship has been codified in the Bills of Rights of most of these countries.
In some of these countries any form of non-monogamy is illegal. In Canada for example the law states that
“any kind of conjugal union with more than one person at the same time” is illegal [36]. The monogamy laws in
the United States are particularly fundamentalist: convicted polygamists are incarcerated, no “practicing polygamists” may immigrate to the country [37] and in 23 states it is a criminal offense for a married person to
have consensual sex outside their marriage. The combination of the suppression of non-monogamy and the absence of significant opposition to this suppression is but one example of how mononormativism operates as a
value programme—particularly in the developed world.
The reasons given for the banning of polygamy and the promotion of monogamy are not dissimilar to those
used to advance other value programmes in that they generally assume as given that monogamy is the only or
the most ethical form of sexual partnering. Examples of this kind of reasoning come from the Anglican Church’s
Lambeth Conferences. In 1958, conference resolution 120 stated: “The Conference bears witness to the truth
that monogamy is the divine will, testified by the teaching of Christ himself, and therefore true for every race of
men” [38]. This was reinforced in the 2008 Lambeth conference where article 114 resolved: “In the case of polygamy, there is a universal standard—it is understood to be a sin” [39].
In the case of the codification of marriage laws in South Africa, “it was taken as self-evident that the Christian
form of marriage was the only one that could be recognized in law and that polygyny, like bride wealth, was incompatible with this” [40].
1.1.5. The Ban on Polygamy in the USA
Ertman offers an interesting interpretation of the underlying reasons for the United States of America’s ban on
polygamy in the 19th Century [41]. She argues that part of the reason was that Mormons were accused of racial
treason for adopting a marital form which, though natural for “Asiatic and African” people, was so “barbaric”
for whites that it produced a new species so degenerate that it endangered white supremacy [41].
Thus the argument used to ban polygamy in the 1862 Anti-Bigamy Act was that polygamy was a practice of
primitive people such as the “Hottentots,” a social “evil” and on a par with slavery—“one of the twin relics of
barbarism” [41]. In the leading Supreme Court case challenging this ban (Reynolds v. United States), the court
concluded that polygamy was “odious among the northern and western nations of Europe,” and “almost exclusively a feature of the life of Asiatic and African people” [41]. Medical experts claimed that Mormon polygamy
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created “a new race of effete men… (with) primitive characteristics like licentiousness, laziness, childishness,
and submissiveness to despotism” [41]. Polygamy was therefore criminalized in part due to its association with
African and Asian people and fears for weakening of the white race. The constitutionality of the anti-polygamy
laws was most recently challenged in the Utah Supreme Court in 2006. Based in part on the “continuing vitality”
of the Reynolds v. United States case, four out of the five judges voted to uphold the law [42].
France was the latest country to ban polygamy, and did so 1993. The government’s argument was simply that
polygamy was a foreign custom that was a threat to French society. Implicit in this view was the assumption that
no “indigenous French” could reasonably choose a polygamous marriage [43]. Hortefeux, the Interior Minister,
was later to propose that polygamists should be stripped of their French citizenship [44].
Further evidence for the reach of mononormativism comes from its presence in certain multilateral agencies.
For example, Kulczycki [45] argues that under President Bush, PEPFAR (The President’s Emergency Plan For
AIDS Relief) assumed “normative human sexual activity to be mutual monogamy within marriage.” As far as
the United Nations is concerned, the General Assembly adopted the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination Against Women, an international bill of rights for women. Article 16 states that nations must
give men and women equal rights in marriage. Polygamy is interpreted as being inconsistent with Article 16 because it extends the right of multiple spouses to men but not women [46]. In a similar vein, the African Union
adopted the Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa in 2005. Article 6 of the protocol states that “monogamy
is encouraged as the preferred form of marriage” [47]. This is despite the percentage of adult women being in
polygamous marriages in West African countries ranging from 28% - 52% [48].
1.1.6. Survey Attitudes to Non-Monogamy
As far as general populations around the world are concerned (excluding Africa and the Middle East), there is a
widespread belief that non-monogamous partnering is unethical. There have not been many comparable multinational surveys, but one study of 24 countries which did use standardised questionnaires of representative national samples of adults, found significant variations in attitudes to premarital sex, teenage sex and homosexuality [49]. This was in contrast to the considerable agreement across cultures of the wrongness of extramarital sex.
In answer to the question “Is extramarital sex wrong?” 88% worldwide answered always or almost always.
There is less data available about attitudes to polygamy itself. A national representative sample of Canadians
revealed that 96% oppose polygamy [50]. Even in countries in the Middle East where polygamy is legal, the
majority of the population seem to regard polygamy as problematic [51].
The attitudes to non-monogamous partnering are particularly complex in sub-Saharan Africa. In South Africa,
a representative national sample in 2005, found that only a minority thought formal polygamy to be acceptable
[52]. It is, however, widely regarded as normative through East and Southern Africa for men to hold main and
other partners and as long as this is kept secret from the main partner [53]. The genesis of this norm may relate
to the way that the absorption of Christianity was a ‘hybridized’ process [54]. Male fidelity and monogamy were
regarded as too much of a cultural compromise and thus men who converted to Christianity were more likely to
conceal their extra marital relations with “amankazana” (additional partners), but not less likely to engage in
them. A similar attitude pertains to this day. A national survey in South Africa found that “the notion of having
‘main’ and ‘other’ partners came across overwhelmingly as being normative” [55]. Men who have ‘kwapeni”
(secret partners) on the side still regard themselves as being faithful as long as they protect their main partner by
keeping the relationship and using condoms [55].

1.2. Part 2: Mononormativism, Academia and HIV Epidemiology
“The love of man, if considered from the standpoint of advanced civilization, can only be of a monogamic nature.
From the moment when woman was recognized the peer of man, when monogamy became a law and was consolidated by legal, religious and moral considerations, the Christian nations attained a mental and material superiority over the polygamic races, and especially over Islam.”
- Psychopathia Sexualis [56].
Contemporary mononormativism is far less crude than the quote above from Krafft-Ebing’s 1886 textbook
[56]. More recent examples of mononormativism in academic papers come from a wide range of disciplines including zoology [5], history [10] and demography [57]. Bowlby [58], Miller and Fishkin [59] are among the
many psychologists and evolutionary biologists who have argued that long-term monogamous mating in humans
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is a species-universal reproductive strategy. In many spheres of psychology it is still assumed that “a long term
monogamous relationship is the natural, mature goal for adult intimacy” [60].
1.2.1. HIV, Concurrency and Mononormativity
In the HIV field there is now a considerable amount of evidence that demonstrates that a key feature responsible
for the one to two orders of magnitude difference in HIV prevalence between different countries and between
different ethnic groups within countries is the differing sexual partner concurrency rates [61]-[63]. Sexual partner concurrency here is defined as an overlap in time of two or more sexual partnerships. There is good evidence
that concurrency rates vary substantially between different ethnic groups [64], that the pattern of this variation
follows that of variations in HIV rates [65] that the magnitude of this variation is sufficient to explain a large
part of the differing HIV rates [66] and that where HIV rates have come down rapidly the key reason was a reduction in rates of concurrency [67] [68]. Nine individual-level studies have confirmed a link between concurrency and HIV transmission [69]. If we consider the way that concurrency is itself patterned in the contemporary
world, this suggests that high concurrency (and hence high HIV prevalence) rates in sub Saharan Africa are
predominantly determined by cultural and not socio-economic factors [70]. This is henceforth termed the HIVcultural thesis.
There has been considerable resistance to this thesis. This has come in two forms. Firstly, concurrency is acknowledged to be important in the genesis of generalized HIV epidemics, but high concurrency rates are viewed
as being determined by economic rather than cultural factors [71]. Secondly, concurrency is regarded as unimportant to HIV transmission. Certainly some of the evidence behind the link between HIV and concurrency is
incomplete and warrants further investigation [72]. What concerns us here is not these issues but other more
normative criticisms that argue that the HIV-concurrency and HIV-cultural theses are unethical and therefore
untenable. One of the most important critiques of the HIV-concurrency thesis that argues along these lines is
that of Stillwaggon and colleagues. For a considerable period, Stillwaggon rejected the idea that differences in
sexual behaviour are responsible for high HIV prevalence in parts of Africa. In one of her first papers on the
topic entitled “Racial Metaphors: Interpreting Sex and AIDS in Africa,” she argued that, “western preconceptions regarding African sexuality distorted early research on the social context of AIDS in Africa and limited the
scope of preventive policies. Key works cited repeatedly in the social science and policy literature constructed a
hypersexualized pan-African culture as the main reason for the high prevalence of HIV in sub-Saharan Africa”
[73]. The key paper she cites as portraying this “hypersexualised pan African culture” is written by Caldwell et
al. [74], who argue, that there are significant differences in sexual partnering in many parts of Africa compared
to low HIV prevalence regions of the world. Caldwell et al. make clear their belief that the norms underpinning
these systems of sexuality are “no more right or wrong… than the Eurasian system” [72]. A more recent paper
by Sawers and Stillwaggon argues that “concurrent sexual partnerships do not explain the HIV epidemics in
Africa” [75]. Arguing that “sexual behaviour is not driving African epidemics,” the authors accuse the proponents of the concurrency-HIV argument of evoking “widely held stereotypes about Africans that have been
deeply embedded in Western culture for centuries” [73]. They end with a call “for an end (or at least a moratorium) to research on sexual behaviour in Africa of the kind discussed in this article” [73].
Similar perspectives are evident in a range of other HIV publications where papers such as that by Caldwell et
al., are labeled ‘racist’ [76]-[79], or a “‘new racism’ in which ‘culture’, ‘tradition’ and ‘ethnicity’ perform the
work previously achieved by the category of ‘race’” [80].
If sexual behaviour is so dramatically varied between different human societies [9], then why are non-pejorative
descriptions of difference, such as those of Caldwell et al. [72] regarded as racist/discriminatory? It is true that
in the colonial period sexuality in Africa was frequently described in racist ways. It was often described as “wild,
animal like, exotic, irrational and immoral” [81]. Whilst some of the anthropology of sexuality in Africa in the
HIV era has once again accentuated the exotic and the lurid [82] this should not tarnish all assessments of differences in sexual behaviour with the same assessment of racism. A clue as to why descriptions of sexual behaviour difference may be regarded as problematic comes from a recent paper by Kaul et al. [83] entitled “Biological Factors that May Contribute to Regional and Racial Disparities in HIV Prevalence.” In the paper they
argue that “a focus on the cultural and behavioural aspects of HIV transmission tends to implicitly lay blame for
infection on affected communities or individuals… Considering biological causes for these racial disparities
may help to destigmatize the issue.” Their review provides no plausible biological factors that could explain the
racial differences in HIV prevalence mentioned above. This does not however seem to give them cause to re-
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consider the rather misleading title to their paper. Why do they persist with favoring biological explanations
when they have not found any plausible ones? A reason they give is that they look to biological explanations to
“destigmatize the issue”—implying that behaviours that enhance HIV transmission are in some way stigmatized/immoral. Their reasoning thus seems to be that since ascribing racial difference in HIV rates to differences
in sexual behaviors is stigmatizing, investigators should look for other explanations.
Stillwaggon initially blamed socioeconomic factors for the higher HIV prevalences in Africa [71] [84]. Since
this explanation has been largely discredited, she now argues that biological factors such as schistosomiasis and
unsafe injecting practices are responsible [73]. Although authors such as Sawers and Stillwaggon at no point
state that they regard monogamy as more ethical than forms of non-monogamy, this can be inferred from their
writings. Thus, if authors argue that the provision of evidence that shows that monogamy is less prevalent in
parts of Africa is racist then it necessarily follows that these authors regard monogamy as more ethical.
1.2.2. Using Social Intuitionalism to Explore the Relationship between Sexual Morality, Ideology
and HIV Epidemiology
A useful theoretical framework to explain the reluctance of numerous authors to evaluate the HIV-cultural thesis
is that of social intuitionalism. Haidt, who has done a lot of work to develop the theory, explains that the central
claim of the social intuitionist model is that “moral judgment is caused by quick moral intuitions and is followed
(when needed) by slow, ex post facto moral reasoning” [85]. In other words, rational conscious thought serves
as a way of justifying our decisions after the moral evaluation is made. One line of evidence used to back up the
theory is that of experiments where participants have strong moral revulsion but are unable to provide a rational
explanation for their revulsion—termed “dumbfounding.” An example is asking people to imagine a brother and
a sister having sex once, no harm coming of it and them both feeling that this brought them closer together as
siblings. Many/most people tested have a powerful negative reaction to this scenario but struggle to explain why
using rational arguments. This and other pieces of evidence argue that much of our ethical evaluations are based
on unconscious, affective intuitions [83]. The utility of this theory in the field of moral judgement pertaining to
issues of sexual ethics has been established in previous studies [86] [87].
Haidt explains that, “moral development is primarily a matter of the maturation and cultural shaping of endogenous intuitions. People can acquire explicit prepositional knowledge about right and wrong in adulthood, but
it is primarily through participation in custom complexes of their cultures involving sensory, motor, and other
forms of implicit knowledge shared with one’s peers during the sensitive period of late childhood and adolescence that one comes to feel, physically and emotionally, the self-evident truth of moral propositions” [83].
Although there is not much research that has been done in this field, that which has been done supports
Haidt’s theory that norms pertaining to sexuality are intuitions shaped during early adolescence via participation
in custom complexes [88] [89]. If this is the case, then explaining numerous authors’ extreme reluctance to
countenance the HIV-cultural thesis becomes easier to understand. If one has an intuition that monogamy is
normative, then the HIV-cultural thesis will likely be seen as racist—one is stating that Africans are more likely
to engage in unethical behaviour—concurrency. Research based on cognitive dissonance, and defence motivation theories have demonstrated how individual’s willingness to use relevant information depends on whether or
not their sacred values or self-definitional beliefs were threatened in doing so [90]. If mononormativism behaves
as a sacred value, and if its subconscious position protects it from self-reflection, then this could produce an intuition that concurrency is immoral and hence produce a powerful bias in affected researchers thinking. The social intuitionalist and cognitive dissonance theories would then predict that these researchers would turn elsewhere to manufacture evidence to contradict the evidence that threatens their sacred values.

2. Conclusion
An increasing body of evidence suggests that higher concurrency rates have played an important role in the genesis of generalized HIV epidemics. These higher concurrency rates are in turn supported by norms that tolerate
forms of concurrency [91]. It has been well established that if one is not open about the values that underpin
one’s research, then these values can sub-consciously over-determine the facts and theories one chooses to portray. If academics are not self-aware of their own sexual ideologies and the full range of different sexual moralities that humans can embrace then, in a similar way, they may disregard evidence that norms supporting concurrency are a key driver of HIV spread. Further research is needed to better understand the timing, nature, and
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determinants of the development of sexual morality in individuals in different groups. This research could then
feed into locally-agreed-upon interventions to influence sexual norms in a way that results ultimately in decreased sexual-network connectivity and hence sexually transmitted disease transmissibility. Work in this field
would be strengthened if it was to be conducted with increased reflexivity that acknowledged the possible influences of author’s sexual ideologies on their work.
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